TRANSCRIPT

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
(21-10-05)

Conan Doyle

And I have a little message to give to Mrs Keen.

Veronica

Thank you.

Conan Doyle

I must tell you that . . . indeed, I’m personally doing a great deal of
work with your husband and it is an enjoyable time to become more
aware of the more modern attitudes to spiritualism and mediumship.
But er . . . I have to say, my dear, that it saddens me to see so many
ways of the past forgotten, and really, many of the things that the
modern scientists are looking at; well, people from my time looked at
that before. Why is there a need to constantly repeat, the same
exercises, the same experiments, over and over again?
It is, I suppose, because of the rather arrogant and selfish nature that
seems to be attributed to mankind so very often, that they cannot
believe what another has shown them very clearly. They have to have
personal experience now. Whereas I am, well, yes, I understand that
very much with regard to the philosophy of life but not to the
phenomena. And the more difficult the scientists and investigators
make it for those mediums who can demonstrate forms of
mediumship that is tangible and measureable, the more difficult they
make it, the less and less they will find what they are looking for. It is
something that they must be made aware of. Yes.
And perhaps you can be instrumental in bringing some of that
awareness to them as your own pathway opens more and more.

Veronica

Yes. Thank you.

Conan Doyle

Be reassured that your husband is working very hard at your side,
always, and indeed, is steering you in the right direction. You know
this.

Veronica

Yes.

Conan Doyle

Do not dispute what you see. Be happy with what presents itself. You
were told that things would unfold from the summer and surely, by
now, you’ve seen that.

Veronica

Yes. I have.

Conan Doyle

There. Well, it was interesting to see you, once more, and I must step
away.
There. Good evening, my friends. God bless you.

Sitters

END

God bless you.

